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INTRODUCTION  

Previous investigators recognized tectonic similarities 
between Garlock and Pinto Mtn faults suggesting they are 
kinematically linked: 
 
 Join San Andreas Fault (SAF) and intersect Eastern 

California Shear Zone (ECSZ) 
 Distinctive concave south curves 
 Structural boundaries that separate transtending 

terranes on north from CW-rotated terranes on south 
 Subparallel and same sense of displacement  
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PURPOSE 

By building on the earlier work of Dixon & Xie (2018) and 
Hatem & Dolan (2018) my goal is to show how the Gf and 
PMf are kinematically linked: 
 
 Gf and PMf are linked by SAF and ECSZ 
 SAF transfers strain to Gf and PMf by translating their 

intersections in right sense and conjugate slip 
 ECSZ transfers strain to Gf and PMf by oroclinal 

bending, block rotation, and coseismic slip 
 The prominent curve in PMf is a result of right-lateral 

shear across ECSZ 
 



TECTONIC SETTING 
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Presentation Notes
1) Bounded by Gf, SAF, and SAGMFS. 2) Mojave Block is undergoing N-S contraction (Bartley et al. 1990). Note principle stress axes (red arrows). 3) ECSZ a) 100-km-wide zone of right-lateral NW-trending and rotated fault blocks cut by E-W trending left-lateral faults. b) Extends from Salton Trough to Mammoth Lakes. c) Not displaced by Gf and PMf. d) Crustal deformation driven by stationary ductile shear zone in asthenosphere (Dixon & Xie, 2018). 4) Mojave block moves SSE across ductile shear zone with respect to Pacific Plat (Dixon & Xie, 2018). Note orange arrows.



GARLOCK FAULT 
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1) Point out important features in red, and 2019 Ridgecrest coseismic slip zone. 2) Contractional structures that include folds (Smith 1991), thrust faults (Smith 1964, Monastero et al 2002), and pop-up structures (Menges & Dudash 2019). 



PINTO MOUNTAIN FAULT 
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Point out bend, 1992 Landers earthquake coseismic slip location, and zone of contractional structures. Contractional structures formed by contraction normal to slip direction. Thus, strain is absorbed rather than transferred.



DISCUSSION 
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Schematic diagram constructions for estimating the amount of shear the western Garlock and Pinto Mountain faults. Red circle is original intersection. Green circle is present intersection. Gf and PMf bends as intersection shifts in the right sense.



DISCUSSION 
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Schematic diagrams of the eastern Garlock and Pinto Mountain faults illustrating slip contribution by rotation. Large dots represent major orientation changes from ECSZ right lateral shear. Green dashed lines denotes original orientation. Θ denotes rotation between green dashed line and eastern fault segment. 



DISCUSSION 

Prefaulting Configuration of Mojave Block  
Faults at 12 to 10 Ma 

 Gf and PMf straight and 
oriented NE 

 Gf oriented N60°E (Hatem 
& Dolan, 2018) 

 PMf oriented N44°E 
 SAF oriented N46°W 

(Dickinson, 1996) 
 Started out as conjugate 

(Hatem & Dolan, 2018; 
Hill & Dibblee, 1953) 
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Schematic diagram of the Mojave Block. Red arrows principle stress axes of conjugate shear model for Garlock and Pinto Mountain faults as driven by SAF and ECSZ (Hatem & Dolan, 2018). Blue curved arrows indicate the sense of block rotation, green arrows illustrate the right lateral slip sense for the ECSZ, and the dashed line the eastern segment of the Garlock fault.



DISCUSSION 
Present-day Configuration of Mojave Block Faults 

 SAF deflected westward to present 
orientation 

 Westernmost and eastern segments 
of Gf and PMf rotated out of 
orientation favorable for conjugant 
slip 

 Right lateral shear across ECSZ     
oroclinally bent Gf and PMf 

 NEMD and ETRD rotated CW                
to accommodate bending 
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Present-day schematic diagram of the Mojave Block. Red arrows principle stress axes of conjugate shear model for Garlock and Pinto Mountain faults as driven by SAF and ECSZ (Hatem & Dolan, 2018). Orange arrows represent the approximate SSE transport direction of the Mojave Block as indicated by Dixon & Xie (2018). Goldenrod areas represent rotated tectonic block domains.



DISCUSSION 
Present-day Configuration of Mojave Block Faults 

 N-S compression of MB results    
in uplift of SEMM and SBMD                
and forces a component of MB           
crust to “escape” to SSE 

 Right slip of SAF bends western 
parts of Gf and PMf and         
translates them ~10 km to NW 

 Transtension and transpression 
zones formed in response to 
block rotations 
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CONCLUSIONS 

How are  Gf and PMf kinematically linked? 
 
1) SAF transfers strain to the Gf and PMf by…  

a) conjugate slip 
b) shifting the west ends of these faults right 

laterally 
2) ECSZ transfers strain to Gf and PMf by… 

a) oroclinal bending and block rotation 
b) coseismic slip 
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